A guide to achieving IoT expertise on Azure
With IoT services and tools, now every developer can leverage
IoT to create innovative applications that solve complex
problems.
This guide will show you how to create the next generation of
applications using Azure IoT in only 4 weeks. By committing
less than an hour each day—think coffee fueled morning ritual
or mid-afternoon break— you’ll be able to build intelligent
apps confidently with the tools and frameworks of your choice.
Each week you’ll watch a video on foundational concepts of
Azure IoT, complete a step-by-step training, and try what
you’ve learned with a hands-on exercise. This will give you the
expertise you need to successfully complete your Azure IoT
Fundamentals certification.
Let’s get started!

There’s so much to learn about Azure IoT. Don’t worry- we’ve curated a guided journey to
drive you towards certification in only 4 weeks. Each week you’ll watch a video on
foundational concepts, learn from a step-by-step training, and try skills for yourself with a
hands-on exercises.

Unlock 50% off
certification exam

WEEK 1

Connecting physical devices
to the digital world
Get a walkthrough of IoT concepts
and how to leverage Azure IoT.

WEEK 2

Optimizing device data
communication
Learn about the data acquisition,
ingestion, and processing aspects of
IoT to maximize value from your
device data.

WEEK 3

Adding intelligence and
operationalizing data
Learn about applying AI & ML to IoT
solutions and when it is optimal to
deploy intelligent workloads to the
edge. Understand all of the key data
components of an IoT architecture.

WEEK 4

Get to solutioning
Explore strategies for secure IoT
device connectivity in real-world edge
environments in building an end-toend IoT solution based on common
IoT reference architecture.

#JulyOT is back for 2021! Throughout the month of July, the IoT Cloud Advocacy team will be sharing content and
events put together by IoT enthusiasts from around the world. This includes content from community members,
Microsoft employees, and could even involve you! For every working day in July, we’ll focus on a featured content
piece from our curated collection at the IoT Tech Community. We hope to inspire curious minds to pursue their own
Internet of Things journey.
https://aka.ms/julyot

#JulyOT 2021 Content Themes
•
•
•
•
•

July 1 – 2 : #JulyOT Content Kickoff
July 5 – 9 : Artificial Intelligence at the Edge
July 12 – 16 : Beginners, Students, Teachers and Makers
July 19 – 23 : Microcontrollers and Embedded Hardware
July 26 – 30 : Online learning and Certification

We invite everyone to build and share your creations throughout month as
you gain knowledge from these and other resources throughout #JulyOT! Be
sure to spread the word about this initiative and your own projects by sharing
the hashtag #JulyOT on social media!

Back to Learning Journey

Make sure to complete the following tasks before you hit the road. Then use the
navigation bar to return to your Learning Journey and start your training or click
ahead to move to week 1.

Sign up for the 30 Days
to Learn It challenge,
and after completing all
required learning
modules, you’ll be
eligible to receive 50
percent off a Microsoft
Certification exam*.
*Visit Terms &
Conditions to learn
more.

Start an Azure Free Trial
or use your existing
Azure subscription.
You’ll need it for handson learning.

Back to Learning Journey

Week 1
Connecting your physical devices
to a digital world
Azure IoT enables you to develop with choice. With Azure, you can
implement edge to cloud IoT solutions using the languages and OS you are
familiar with. Whether you want to leverage a managed service with pre-built
solution templates, build custom fine-tuned solutions with platform services,
or build advanced workloads that can be run on edge devices in on-premises
environments, Azure is a great place to get started with IoT.
Spend this first week learning the essentials – we’ll cover key IoT concepts
and introduce Azure IoT services that help connect your physical devices to
the cloud-connected digital world. We’ll provide step-by-step guidance to
show how easy it is to add value by incorporating IoT into your line of
business and everyday life.

Back to Learning Journey
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Connecting your
physical environment
to a digital world

• Enabling digital
transformation

Getting familiar with
Azure IoT

Deploy a smart,
remote monitoring
solution

With 80% of the world's data
collected in the last 2 years, it is
estimated that there are
currently 32 billion connected
devices generating said data.
Many organizations are looking
to capitalize on this for the
purposes of automation or
estimation and require a
starting point to do so.

• Azure IoT
strategies and
solutions

This session will share an IoT
real world adoption scenario
and how the team went about
incorporating IoT Azure
services.

• Introduction to
Azure IoT Hub

Sign up for a free Azure
account and become familiar
with Azure IoT services.

Play with sample code to build
your own smart, remote
monitoring, IoT mousetrap

Back to Learning Journey

Week 2
Optimizing device data
communication
Data collection by itself does not provide business values. IoT solutions,
sometimes with hundreds or thousands of connected devices, must ingest,
process, make decisions, and take action to create value.

This week we’ll focus on how to optimize the value of device data. You will
learn about message types, approaches to serializing messages, the value of
metadata and how to streamline data processing on the edge or in the cloud.
You’ll also get a chance to try sending telemetry from a simulated device to
an IoT Hub, as well as apply your knowledge by going through a lab to
connect and control an HVAC room temperature control system with step-bystep tutorials.

Back to Learning Journey

Click the box to launch each module.
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Deciphering data:
Optimizing data
communication to
maximize ROI

• Learn how to manage
IoT devices

Send telemetry from
a device to IoT Hub

• Create your first Azure
IoT Central app

IoT Hub is an Azure service that
enables you to ingest high
volumes of telemetry from your
IoT devices into the cloud for
storage or processing.

Connect & control a
room temperature
application

Data collection by itself does
not provide business values. IoT
solutions must ingest, process,
make decisions, and take
actions to create value. This
module focuses on data
acquisition, data ingestion, and
the data processing aspect of
IoT solutions to maximize value
from data.

• Securely provision
devices at-scale with
DPS
• Remotely monitor
devices with Azure IoT
Hub
• Manage Azure IoT
Hub with metrics
alerts

In this quick start, you can use
your language of choice and
learn how to send telemetry
from a simulated device
application, through IoT Hub, to
a service application for
processing.

In this short lab series, you can
apply your learnings to create
your first Raspberry Pi .NET
Core C# IoT application,
connect a simulated HVAC
room environment monitor to
Azure IoT Central, and then
remotely control the room
temperature.

Back to Learning Journey

Week 3
Adding edge intelligence and
operationalizing device data
A huge part of value provided from IoT deployments comes from data.
However, getting this data into the existing data landscape is often
overlooked. Furthermore, processing of data in the cloud is not always the
optimal way to run computational workloads.
Your week ahead focuses on how Azure IoT Edge can help optimize data
processing to solve for challenges like connectivity issues, legal concerns, or
the need for even quicker, real-time insights. We’ll also examine the data
components of an IoT architecture – such as Azure Data Lake Service, Power
BI, Azure Stream Analytics and Logic Apps. Then practice your new learnings
using sample code to deploy an IoT edge module to a virtual device and
apply your knowledge in a real use-case scenario by training a machine
learning model in the cloud using Azure ML and deploying it to the edge.

Back to Learning Journey

Click the box to launch each module.
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Unlocking new
insights with edge AI

• Introduction to IoT
Edge

Deploy an IoT Edge
module

Learn when it makes sense to
apply intelligence, and how IoT
Edge helps optimize workloads
by bringing the intelligence
down to the edge.

• Deploy a prebuilt
module to the edge
device

Test out Azure IoT Edge in this
quick start by deploying
containerized code to a virtual
Linux or Windows IoT Edge
device.

Train a machine
learning model and
deploy it to the edge

20 mins

2 hrs

30 mins

Big Data 2.0

• Implementing lambda
architecture for IoT
solutions

Visualize real-time
sensor data

• Explore and analyze timestamped data with TSI

Learn how to visualize realtime sensor data that your
Azure IoT Hub receives using
Stream Analytics and Power
BI using a Raspberry Pi
device simulator.

In this session, we will introduce
what are the existing Big Data
Solutions that can be part of
your data landscape.

• Identify anomalies using
Azure Stream Analytics

Apply your learnings. Use the
sample code provided from the
watch session to train a
machine learning model, deploy
it to the edge to help keep
unwanted visitors (pesky
animals) out of your property.

Back to Learning Journey

Week 4
Get to solutioning
Nearly 80% of enterprise IoT projects never make it past the pilot or proof of
concept stage. The key to successfully scaling an IoT implementation is
knowing the approach and best-practices when determining the architecture
of the solution based on specific business needs.
Your week ahead focuses on a culmination of your learnings from past weeks
and exploring strategies to deploy a secure end-to-end IoT solution, from
connecting a gateway device, deploying intelligence at the edge, and
visualizing the device data telemetry using Azure services such as Time Series
Insights and Power BI. And if you’re up to the challenge, you can tackle
building your own intelligent video analytics IoT solution using real physical
hardware along with cloud and edge services.

Back to Learning Journey

Click the box to launch each module.
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Get to solutioning

• Set up an IoT Edge
gateway

Use IoT edge devices
as gateways

Build an end-to-end
IoT solution

• Set up rules and take
action on telemetry
data

Use the sample code to
configure an IoT edge device to
function as a transparent
gateway for other devices to
communicate with IoT Hub.
Then authenticate and connect
a downstream device.

Develop a custom intelligent
video analytics application that
can handle a variety of input
sources, leverage a custom
object detection model, and
provide backing cloud services
for analysis and reporting.*

We culminate the learnings
from weeks 1 through 3 and
explore strategies and best
practices on how to map IoT
designs from edge to cloud.
Watch how to use common IoT
reference architecture to set up
an end-to-end IoT solution that
allows for visualization of object
detection telemetry in Azure
services like Time Series Insights
and Power BI.

• Manage IoT Central
applications with REST
API
• Set up continuous
data export to a
Power BI app

*Note: This hands-on project requires
8+ hours, as well as some physical
hardware and access to development
software such as VSCode

Back to Learning Journey

Congratulations you’ve completed your training! Now, you’re
ready to build transformative solutions using Azure IoT.
Review the study guide

Make sure you didn’t overlook any key concepts. Take a look at the Azure
IoT Developer Certification study guide.

Schedule your Azure IoT Developer certification exam

Show the world you’re equipped with the core skills for working with Azure
IoT services.

Check out our IoT developer resource page

Check out a curated set of resources for IoT developers, get the latest
Azure IoT updates, and more.

Engage with us in our IoT Tech Community

Connect with IoT subject matter experts and enthusiasts. Share ideas,
projects, and more.

